ACROSS
1. Be bold enough 12. "Iliad" figure
5. Golf gp. 14. Mine refuse
8. Ashen 15. One of the Quad Cities
10. Software program, briefly
11. Chances ___
18. Relating to sound
22. Be decisive 24. John Lurie's band, with "The"
26. Extremely 27. Acclaims
28. Climb 31. Appomattox bigwig
35. Culpa 36. Inventor's monogram
41. Advantage 42. Suleiman's rule
43. Sloth or envy 50. Promote
45. Heavy weight 51. Met offering
46. Give out 52. Tissue layer
53. Some dashes 54. Sewing case
55. Ordeal 56. Put on a pedestal?
57. Demeanors 58. Promote
59. Molecular bit 60. Bearded bloom
61. Some dashes 62. Strait up
63. Carry on 64. Giant slugger
64. Carry on 65. Ordeal

DOWN
1. Arp's art 2. Close to closed
3. Carry on 4. Program extension
5. Infield fly 6. Ordeal
7. Cattle call?
15. Put on a pedestal?
16. Tissue layer 17. Suleiman's rule
18. "The" 19. Flair
22. Be decisive 23. Regal topper
26. Extremely 27. Tissue layer
28. Hindu honorific 29. Ordeal
31. Chances ___ 32. Sparkle
33. Put on a pedestal? 34. Heavy weight
35. Extremely 36. Ordeal
37. Suleiman's rule 38. Shade provider
39. Promote 40. Molecular bit
41. Sewing case 42. Ordeal
43. Directly 44. Father
45. Bearded bloom 46. Strait up
47. Ordeal 48. Giant slugger
48. Ordeal 49. Ordeal
50. Orioles
51. Heavy weight
52. Met offering
53. Give out
54. Some dashes
55. Ordeal
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